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Abstract

A kinetic rate theory model, which includes the formation of cascade-induced clusters (CIIC), is presented. Com-

parison of the model to ion irradiation data on vanadium reveals the e�ects of helium generation and cascade-induced

interstitial and vacancy clusters on microstructure evolution. The model is based on a simpli®cation of hierarchical rate

equations for the clustering of helium bubbles, immobile vacancy clusters, glissile interstitial clusters, sessile dislocation

loops, as well as precipitates and grain boundaries. The model shows that the transport of helium to dislocations,

bubbles and grain boundaries is strongly transient because of coupling between the nucleation and growth modes of

bubble evolution. Helium agglomeration in vacancy clusters is shown to reduce the excess vacancy ¯ux to grow matrix

and precipitate-a�xed bubbles. The direct formation of vacancy and interstitial clusters in cascades reduces the growth

rate of bubbles, and leads to enhanced nucleation of matrix bubbles. In addition to the dislocation and production bias

mechanisms, a new mechanism of `helium nucleation bias' is shown to exist under high helium generation

rates. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and background

Interaction of high-energy neutrons with fusion re-

actor materials will result in simultaneous production of

displacement damage and helium atoms. Subsequent

reactions between helium and defect clusters largely

determine most physical and mechanical properties of

irradiated materials [1±8]. Vanadium and its alloys are

now considered as candidate structural materials in fu-

sion reactors, because of their low neutron activation

and high-temperature capabilities. Development of a

mechanistic understanding for the in¯uence of helium

on microstructure evolution of irradiated vanadium can

help in tailoring its microstructure by thermomechanical

processes for maximum resistance to radiation damage.

One of the main themes of current interest is the

origin of the asymmetry in the ¯ow of vacancies and

interstitials to various microstructures. This asymmetry

in vacancy/interstitial ¯ow to microstructural features

determines the rate of its evolution. In particular, the

growth of voids in irradiated materials was explained in

terms of an `absorption bias (AB)' of dislocations to-

wards interstitials, thus leaving excess vacancies to ¯ow

into already nucleated voids. Recently, however, an-

other form of asymmetry has been proposed, in which

the fraction of free vacancies produced in collision cas-

cades is higher than that of free interstitials [9]. This type

of `production bias (PB)' can also lead to cavity growth

in irradiated materials, and when combined with AB,

can explain qualitative di�erences in the swelling be-

havior of bcc and fcc metals [10]. These arguments,

however, are based on the notion that cavities have al-

ready nucleated in the material, and that their growth

phase dominates subsequent evolution.

In the presence of helium production, especially the

high levels anticipated under fusion neutron conditions,

this scenario might be incomplete. Continuous produc-

tion of helium in the matrix can result in very long nu-

cleation transients of bubbles. Under these conditions,

separation of distinct nucleation and growth phases may

not be so clear. During the process of bubble nucleation,

helium is trapped in free vacancies to form substitutional

sites, from which further agglomeration is possible. If

helium production rates are large, the fraction of occu-

pied vacancies, which are tied up with helium-vacancy
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complexes, can be quite substantial. Thus, the balance

between free vacancy and interstitial ¯uxes arriving at

those bubbles to allow their growth can be greatly dis-

turbed by helium trapping. This physical scenario can

result in an additional complication to the `bias' idea, in

which continuous nucleation of helium bubbles can lead

to another type of symmetry breaking for free point

defects. We will label this e�ect as the `nucleation bias

(NB).'

We wish to address the in¯uence of helium on the

evolution of irradiated microstructure, with a particular

application to the case of irradiated vanadium. We ®rst

summarize some of the salient experimental observa-

tions on irradiated vanadium microstructure evolution

and outline a simpli®ed phenomenological rate theory

model in Section 2. Results of the kinetic model are

compared to experiments in Section 3. Conclusions and

future re®nements of the present model are given in

Section 4.

2. Simpli®ed kinetic model

The e�ects of helium generation on the evolution of

bubbles in vanadium has been simulated using dynamic

helium charging experiments [11] and helium co-im-

plantation during ion irradiation experiments [12,13].

Formation of cavities in the absence of helium has also

been extensively studied [14±17]. Irradiation experiments

with helium indicate the presence of at least two helium

trapping sites for the formation of He-vacancy (HeV)

clusters: (1) interstitially dissolved impurities (C, O, N),

and (2) ®ne-size precipitates (e.g., Ti5Si3) [2,18,19]. He-

lium-vacancy clusters that form on precipitates are

thermally stable and can grow to create a uniform dis-

tribution of helium bubbles. Bubble coalescence at

grain-boundaries is therefore not observed in alloyed

vanadium. In unalloyed vanadium, HeV clusters, which

form on impurities, are thermally unstable above 550 K

[2]. This can result in the formation of bubbles with

larger sizes compared with those in alloyed vanadium.

Depending on the alloy and irradiation temperature,

cavity number densities range between 1018 and 1020 mÿ3

with average diameters between 10 and 100 nm for

neutron and ion irradiated vanadium. In the presence of

helium, either implanted or generated, the formation of

HeV clusters on precipitates in alloys or on impurities in

unalloyed vanadium is believed to be responsible for the

uniform distribution of matrix bubbles [2,18,19].

We introduce here an extension of our rate theory

models of helium-vacancy clustering [3,7,8,19], to allow

a clear examination of the e�ects of CIICs and helium

on microstructure evolution in vanadium. The model is

formulated in the spirit of the `mean-®eld' approxima-

tion, to allow for relatively simple calculations of spa-

tially average microstructure. We also simplify the

problem by ignoring the evolution and spread of mi-

crostructure size distribution functions. The model

consists of 18 kinetic rate equations, which explicitly

account for direct nucleation of both vacancy and in-

terstitial clusters in collision cascades, one-dimensional

migration of small interstitial clusters, homogeneous

nucleation and growth of bubbles and dislocation loops,

as well as the e�ects of precipitates and grain boundaries

on the microstructure. Here we only show the kinetic

rate equations for the single vacancies (v), self-intersti-

tials (i), interstitial gas atoms (g), and the substitutional

gas±atoms (gv), the complete set of equations are pub-

lished elsewhere [20].

Following the notation of Ref. [19], the kinetic rate

equations for vacancy (v), self-interstitial (i), interstitial

helium (g), and substitutional helium (gv), are modi®ed,

and respectively given by

dCv

dt
� �1ÿ ev�fG� �be1 � d�Cgv

ÿ fa�Ci �
���
2
p

C2i �
��������������
hxCIICi

p
CCIIC� � bCg

� c�Cv
s � Cgv � 2C2gv � 2C2g � 3C��gCv; �1�

dCi

dt
� �1ÿ ei�fGÿ aCi�Cv � Cgv � 2C2gv � 3C� � Ci

s�
ÿ 2aCi�Ci �

���
2
p

C2i �
��������������
hxCIICi

p
CCIIC�; �2�

dCg

dt
� Gh � �be1 � d� aCi�Cgv � �be2 � 2d�C2gv

� 3�d� aCi�C� � 4dC2g � 4aCiC2gv � mdCb

� dMgb ÿ bCgfeCb � Cv � 4Cg � Cgv � 2C2gv

� 2C2g � CGB � epptCpptg; �3�

dCgv

dt
� bCgCv � �be2 � 2d�C2gv

ÿ Cgvfbe1 � bCg � d� aCig: �4�

In these balance equations of the four atomic mobile

species, G is the displacement damage rate, Gh the heli-

um production rate, f the fraction of surviving point

defects, ei the fraction of cascade-induced clustered

mobile interstitials, ev the fraction of cascade-induced

clustered sessile vacancies, and hxCIICi is the average

number of interstitial atoms per CIIC. The current

model does not include the direct interaction between

interstitial helium and cascade-induced clusters. The

following notations are used to represent the concen-

tration of species: Cv ± vacancy, Ci ± single interstitial,

C2i ± di-interstitials, Cg ± interstitial helium, Cgv ± sub-

stitutional helium, C2gv ± single vacancy di-hellum

cluster, C2g ± di-helium interstitial, Cppt ± precipitates,

C� ± matrix bubble nucleus, m ± number of helium

atoms per matrix bubble, Mgb ± number of helium atoms

per grain-boundary bubble. The equivalent concentra-
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tion of sinks for vacancies, interstitials, and grain

boundaries are Cs
v; Cs

i , and CGB, respectively (see Ref.

[19] for details).

The attempt migration frequencies of self-intersti-

tials, interstitial helium, and vacancies are a, b and c,

respectively, and are of the form

a; b; c � 48exp�ÿEm
i;v;He=kT �

with Em
i;v;He being the corresponding migration energies.

A fourth one, d, is the helium re-solution frequency

�d � b� G�, which is proportional to the resolution

parameter, b, times the displacement damage rate, G.

Thermal emission from helium-vacancy clusters is de-

noted by e1 and e2 and given by e1;2 � exp�ÿEB
gv;2g=kT �,

where EB
gv;2g are the binding energies for helium atom to

a single vacancy and to a di-helium interstitial cluster,

respectively. The term e and eppt are di�usion-controlled

combinatorial factors for matrix and precipitate bub-

bles, respectively: e�ppt� � �4p=48��R�ppt�=a�. The e�ective

bubble-precipitate pair radius is estimated to be R�ppt� �
�r2

p � R2
pb�1=2

, were rp is the radius of the precipitate and

Rpb that of a bubble attached to a precipitate.

Additional rate equations are written for small va-

cancy-helium clusters, containing up to three gas atoms.

These equations are then used to calculate the nucle-

ation rate of average size matrix bubbles, and hence

their density. Cavities in the matrix, attached to pre-

cipitates, and on grain boundaries are treated in an av-

erage sense, in which standard growth rate equations are

included. To treat the direct formation of sessile and

glissile defect clusters in cascades, we include the fol-

lowing additional equations:

� xCIVC � dNCIVC

dt
� evfGÿqCIVC�DiZiCi�� xCIIC �
�DCIICZCIICCCIICÿDv�CvÿCo

CIVC��;
�5�

� xCIIC � dCCIIC

dt
� eifGÿ � xCIIC �
� CCIICDCIICk2

CIIC; �6�

kCIIC � p�q� qCIVC � qLOOPS�dabs

4
� rbNb; �7�

where xCIVC is the average number of vacancies per

CIVC, NCIVC the number density of CIVCs having a

radius of r°CVC and kCIIC the distributed sink strength for

glissile CIICs [20]; dabs the trapping length for mobile

species (�4 nm); rb the absorption cross section of

bubbles �rb � pR2
B� and Nb the bubble number density;

q the dislocation density, qCIVC the vacancy loop density,

and qLOOPS that of the interstitial loops. To estimate

qLOOPS the number density of interstitial loop nucleus

(Ni-loops) is determined by assuming the loop nucleus

concentration to be the sum of the di-interstitials (C2i)

plus the concentration of glissile clusters (CCIIC). The

di�usion coe�cients for vacancies, interstitials, and CI-

ICs are denoted by Dv, Di, DCIIC, respectively, and are

based on the corresponding migration energies and jump

frequencies. The thermal equilibrium concentration of

CIVC �C°CIVC) is based on the thermal detrapping en-

ergy of a vacancy from an n-vacancy cluster �EB
nv� and is

given by Ce
v � exp�ÿEB

nv=kT � and Ce
v � exp�ÿEF

v =kT �
with EF

v being the vacancy formation energy.

The material parameters for vanadium are published

elsewhere [20]. The fraction of cascade-induced inter-

stitial and vacancy clusters, ei and ev, was taken to be

those reported by Phythian et al. [21] for iron, and the

irradiation parameters are based on experimental con-

ditions published in references [2,4±6,11±19]. The pa-

rameters for the computer simulation were chosen to

resemble the experimental conditions published in ref-

erences [12,13] for irradiated vanadium. Iwai et al.

[12,13] reported a precipitate concentration of

�1019 mÿ3, an average grain size of �30 lm, and a

dislocation density of �1011 mÿ2. In these experiments,

ion-implantation (Ni�) was used to produce a displace-

ment damage rate of 10ÿ3 sÿ1 at temperatures between

700 and 900 K. Helium was co-implanted at a rate of

about 5 appm/dpa. Iwai et al. [12,13] reported bubble

densities of �1020 mÿ3 with an average diameter of

�70 nm following ion irradiation exposure of 31 dpa at

880 K.

3. Results of computer simulations

Fig. 1 shows the results of the kinetic model without

CIIC formation �ei � ev � 0� at 880 K, under ion irra-

diation conditions. During the early stages of irradia-

tion, highly mobile SIAs are soon lost to distributed

microstructure sinks, while the relatively slow vacancies

are annihilated by SIAs and by the formation of sub-

stitutional helium (HeV). Trapping of helium and/or

acquiring more vacancies stabilize HeV clusters and

forms bubble nuclei. The transient behavior of bubbles

thus follows closely that of HeV, which follows that of

the single vacancies. HeV clusters grow by absorption of

a net ¯ux of single vacancies, and after only �10ÿ4 dpa,

the vacancy, HeV, and bubble concentration reach

equilibrium values of �1022, �1020 and �1018 mÿ3, re-

spectively. The evolution of vacancy clusters, interstitial

loops, and the dislocation network is simultaneously

included in the model, and is presented in [20]. After an

irradiation dose of 30 dpa, the current model results in a

bubble number density, which is a factor of �100 lower

than the experimentally observed density. An average

bubble diameter of 160 nm is also reached, which is

twice as large as the experimental value of �70 nm

[12,13].

Fig. 2 shows the e�ects of including CIIC formation

on the transient evolution of the microstructure. The
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formation of CIICs results in a signi®cant reduction of

free vacancies and SIAÕs from the very beginning of ir-

radiation. A comparison between Figs. 1 and 2 shows

that at �10ÿ5 dpa the free vacancy concentration is

about 2� 1018 mÿ3 while without the production of

CIICs it had achieved a high steady state value of

1022 mÿ3. Formation of CIVC and CIIC clusters clearly

reduces the concentration of free mobile point defects.

Because of the mobility of small interstitial clusters and

the reduced number of vacancy clusters, the net ¯ux of

vacancies to nucleated cavities is reduced. Thus, this

Fig. 3. Average size of helium-®lled bubbles for ion-irradiated

vanadium as a function of irradiation temperature (Model pa-

rameters: Nppt � 1019 mÿ3; Rppt � 30 nm, grain-size � 3 lm,

dislocation density � 1013 mÿ2, T � 880 K, G � 1� 10ÿ3 dpa/s,

GHe � 5 appm/dpa, f � 0:25, ei � ev � 0 and 0:35 without CIIC

and with CIIC formation, respectively).

Fig. 4. Average size of helium-®lled bubbles in ion-irradiated

vanadium as a function of displacement damage (Model pa-

rameters: Nppt � 1019 mÿ3; Rppt � 30 nm, grain-size � 3 lm,

dislocation density � 1013 mÿ2, T � 880 K, G � 1� 10ÿ3 dpa/s,

GHe � 5 appm/dpa, f � 0:25, ei � ev � 0 and 0:35 without

CIIC and with CIIC formation, respectively).

Fig. 2. Microstructure evolution based on kinetic rate theory

including cascade-induced vacancy and interstitial cluster for-

mation (Model parameters: Nppt � 1019 mÿ3; Rppt � 30 nm,

grain-size � 3 lm, dislocation density � 1013 mÿ2, T � 880 K,

G � 1� 10ÿ3 dpa/s, GHe � 5 appm/dpa, f � 0:25, ei � ev �
0:35�:

Fig. 1. Microstructure evolution based on kinetic rate theory

without cascade-induced vacancy and interstitial cluster for-

mation (Model parameters: Nppt � 1019 mÿ3; Rppt � 30 nm,

grain-size � 3 lm, T � 880 K, G � 1� 10ÿ3 dpa/s, GHe � 5

appm/dpa, f � 0:25, ei � ev � 0).
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production bias (PB) leads to a slower growth rate of

nucleated bubbles, as compared to the case when CIICÕs
are not included.

The e�ect of CIICs on the growth of the bubble size

is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Bubbles grow to physically

meaningful sizes of about 70 nm at 30 dpa, which is in

very good agreement with experimental data. The direct

formation of CIICs in cascades inhibits the fast growth

mode of nucleated bubbles, which then leads to an en-

hancement of nucleation rate, hence the term `nucleation

bias (NB)'.

4. Conclusions

The present model for evolution of bubble, disloca-

tion and defect clusters in irradiated vanadium reveals

the delicate balance between rate processes, which con-

trol the speed of microstructure evolution. It is clear that

bubble nucleation in irradiated vanadium under condi-

tions of high helium generation rates evolves on a long

time scale. Strong coupling between the nucleation and

growth phases of the microstructure is achieved under

these conditions. The presence of helium as an addi-

tional specie to intrinsic point defects results in a re-

duction in the concentration of freely migrating

vacancies. The growth rate of nucleated bubbles is thus

reduced by the form of natural bias dictated by the

presence of helium. Comparison with ion irradiation

data shows the necessity to include the direct formation

of CIICs in rate theory models, and the need to couple

both nucleation and growth phenomena.
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